Randy Schull

COLORIST • STYLIST

Over the span of his career, Randy Schull has established himself as
a highly accomplished colorist and stylist. Randy takes great pride is
his ability to communicate with his clients, creating styles which
express their individual unique lifestyles.
As part of his commitment, Randy is devoted to expanding his extensive knowledge of hair color science and trends. Randy is certified in
the Keratin Complex Smoothing System and all of Goldwell Advanced
Coloring techniques. Throughout his career, Randy has traveled the
world in pursuit of the newest and most innovative techniques. He
regularly participates in the Goldwell International ColorZoom Challenge and he has had the honor of being the recipient of awards in
several Goldwell competitions.
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During his 30 plus year career at well known salons such as Superhair, Howard Marc of London, Mardier Le Salon and now at Robert
Allen Salon and Spa. Randy started his South Florida hair styling
career with Jesse and Flo Briggs at The Yellow Strawberry Salon as a
stylist and platform artist. His platform work at numerous hair shows
led to working with such notables as John and Susan Chadwick, Yosh,
and Paul Mitchell. In
addition, he was the premier stylist for the celebrity make-up artist,
George Masters and was chosen Stylist of Choice for Neiman Marcus
designer fashion shows.
Randy believes in giving back to his community, as he has donated
his time and talents to many fund-raising fashion shows and events.
Benefiting numerous South Florida charities, he participated in The
Beaux Arts for the Museum of Art, in addition to the American Cancer
Society and Kids in Distress.
In his spare time, Randy pursues his passion of traveling the world in
pursuit of the next underwater scuba diving experience; he is an avid
enthusiast of the Arts and appreciates quality time with close friends.

COMPETITIONS:
Goldwell Trend Zoom 2009 “Virtualist “(USA Semifinalist)
Goldwell 2009 - "Sign Your Look" Brilliance (USA Winner)
Goldwell Color Zoom 2010 “Just Naked “(Entered)
Goldwell Color Zoom 2011 “Play Strong” (Entered)
Goldwell Color Zoom 2012 “Fascinature “(Entered)

